Jihadis' fight to return to West's comforts headed for our shores
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A 19-year-old Islamic State supporter, with a swaddled newborn son, who wants to return home to Britain united a nation this week. The outpouring of outrage has become the hot political issue as scores of Australian women in Syria could look to return home.

Jihadi bride Shamima Begum wants to swap a refugee camp in northern Syria for the comforts of her Bethnal Green family in London after quitting IS and supporting the brutal IS regime.

Revealed? She's unfaithed by that. The Manchester bombing? Justified because of women and children in danger of being killed in IS's last hurrah in Baghouz. Her own raping/breeding program? First son Jarah, who recently died from malnutrition and illness, was to be an Islamic state fighter.

A public view is summed up in five words: "Maced, in it?"

Australians quietly considered the same problem, with one Australian woman and her infant child escaping IS's territory into Turkey and returning home over a year ago. It is understood this woman has undergone deradicalisation programs and is continually assessed.

The International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation in London believes there are at least 30-40 Australian women and children related to the Shardows, who has tried to reach journalists near the Al-Hol camp holding some 12,000 refugees to find details of her daughter. The Australian has contacted people in Al-Hol, but so far there are no readily identifiable Australians in the camp.

Australia has similar anti-terror legislation to Britain, with the ability to strip dual citizens of their Australian nationality. Australia went further than some other

Peacekeeping force of 200 US troops to remain in Syria

WASHINGTON: The US military will keep about 200 troops in Syria after Donald Trump's pullout from the war-torn country, the White House said yesterday. "A small peacekeeping mission of about 200 will remain to continue around their last holdout in the eastern Syrian village of Baghouz. Troops have decided a number of possible outcomes from a precipitous withdrawal, including a Turkish attack on US-backed Kurdish forces and a resurgence of ISIS.

Mr Sanders did not provide additional details, but the troops "peacekeeping" designation could pave the way for the US to end its military campaign against ISIS. It can polish off the dying ISIS "caliphate" whether through an assault or a surrender deal.

As the SDF pressed the last ISIS diehards in Baghouz, about 100km to the north a car bomb killed 14 oil workers and six of the Kurdish-led alliance's conscripts in the village of Shheer near the Omar oilfield that it sees as its main base in the region.

A captured fighter,Yago Rieszik, says: "It turns out that Bangladesh and The Netherlands don't want her either. Mr David says he won't leave her stateless and that she can appeal the decision. Her family is digging in for a long legal fight. Begum is the poster woman of a dilemma facing every Western nation, what to do with radicalised and dangerous associates of ISIS now that their caliphate hopes..."